
IDA H. HYDE (1857-1945) COLLECTION

Donated to the MBL by Dr. Arthur Pardee, grandnephew of Ida H. Hyde, July 1991.

This Collection, includes articles, drafts of articles and transcripts of talks by Gail S. Tucker and others about Ida H. Hyde (1857-1945); correspondence between Gail S. Tucker and Ida Hyde's grand-nephew Dr. Arthur B. Pardee; Ida H. Hyde's autobiography "Before Women were Human Beings - A Woman from the Dark Ages" transcribed by Gail S. Tucker; Ida Hyde's family tree; and copies of Ida Hyde's diaries (1898-1933).

Also in the MBL archives are:
  Ida H. Hyde's bound reprints (see old reprint collection)
  Ida H. Hyde's photo album (see photo collection).